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With the advancement of the digital world, most of the payments, transactions for shopping,
entertainment etc. are becoming cashless. Now, for the ease of users, the developers are
building applications that have the feature to make payments through the applications. Thus,
the attackers are also focusing on these applications to exploit so that they can make more
profit instead of attacking the generic applications.
Overview:
The analysed application contains an injected backdoor application package. When this
application is installed and launched, the backdoor package is also installed, and the malicious
activities are carried out by the attacker.

File Hash:

90301aab0ecbc7b43af72f82930e1284

Technical Analysis:
At first, after reverse-engineering the sample, we did the static analysis of the application. We
started by examining the permissions from the androidmanifest.xml file.

From the above permissions, there are many malicious permissions out of which
“QUERY_ALL_PACKAGES” is banned by the Google play store because this is used to know all
the applications and packages installed on the device and this can also be used to whitelist
any malicious packages. The attackers use “REQUEST_IGNORE_BATTERY_OPTIMIZATIONS” as this
can run backdoor and backend services which in turn can disable the security and utilize the resources
like CPU, memory, etc. They also obtain permission to delete the applications and replace the
applications and packages with malicious ones. They also use cellular-related permissions for calling,
SMS, and gathering network information, with this we can confirm that they are using malicious
permissions for illegal activities.

The attacker takes the backup and stores all the data not only related to this application but for all the
applications for which the backup is enabled in other applications. While enabling the backup the user
already declares permission to access all the applications on the device. If any network issue or cellular

problem exists then it will make a backup on local storage so that the recorded data can be sent later
to
the
remote
attacker.

This is the malicious backdoor package “libs.spk.zst” then the backdoor will be installed on the device
whenever the application is run and using hooks to run along main activity using Superclass.

They used “QUERY_ALL_PACKAGES” permission, using this they can acquire all the package details
which can be seen in the above image and also, they are gaining shell of the victim’s device and
gathering installed applications and also, they can install/uninstall or replace the existing or new
applications.

Creating manual shortcuts to directly access the intents and in this screenshot, they are using this to
access the contacts directly.

They are passing the data between activities of one application to another application for performing
payments using the ID and sub-values.

Attacker can even compose a message to victim contacts, read messages as we saw in permissions
“READ_SMS WRITE_SMS SEND_SMS”.

From the screenshot we can observe that the attacker enabled the backup=true so using that these
actions can be performed regarding not only about messages they can also perform many malicious
behaviours.

For device locking, fingerprints, password, pin keyguard manager is required so attacker uses this to
lock/unlock device.

We can see attacker stealing lock related data and we can also see in the above screenshot that
“require confirmation= false” and we can observe that without victim awareness the attacker is
stealing lock and password data.

IOCS:
http://wa.me
libs.spk.zst (backdoor package)
MITRE Techniques:
Broadcast receivers (T1402)
Access Contact List (T1432)
Masquerade as Legitimate Application (T1444)
Access Sensitive Data in Device Logs (T1413)
Execution (TA0041)

Subex Secure Protection
Subex Secure detects the android sample as “SS_Gen_Andro_Trojan_Dropper_A”.

Our Honeypot Network
This report has been prepared from the threat intelligence gathered by our honeypot
network. This honeypot network is today operational in 62 cities across the world. These
cities have at least one of the following attributes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Are landing centers for submarine cables
Are internet traffic hotspots
House multiple IoT projects with a high number of connected endpoints
House multiple connected critical infrastructure projects
Have academic and research centers focusing on IoT
Have the potential to host multiple IoT projects across domains in the future.

Over 3.5 million attacks a day is being registered across this network of individual
honeypots. These attacks are studied, analysed, categorized, and marked according to a
threat rank index, a priority assessment framework that we have developed within Subex.
The honeypot network includes over 4000 physical and virtual devices covering over 400
device architectures and varied connectivity mediums globally. These devices are grouped
based on the sectors they belong to for purposes of understanding sectoral attacks. Thus, a
layered flow of threat intelligence is made possible.

